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Welcome and anticipated:
M/S Cinderella returns to the Helsinki–Tallinn route!
The coming winter on the Baltic Sea promises special excitement when Viking Line
brings the legendary M/S Cinderella back to the Helsinki–Tallinn route. The favourite
boat of so many travellers from Finland offers 20-hour cruises filled with adventures
on the sea – the brightest stars in the musical heavens and delightful taste
sensations offered by a wide variety of restaurants – or even head-to-foot
pampering in the spa department.
M/S Cinderella will make its widely anticipated return on 14 December 2013 – just in time for the
height of the Christmas party season and provids a 20-hour break from the daily routine till 28
December 2013.
The transfer visit of M/S Cinderella, which normally plies the Stockholm–Mariehamn route, will
bring welcome extra capacity to accommodate the season on this popular cruise route. The Viking
XPRS will also negotiate the waves between Helsinki and Tallinn in the usual manner.
“M/S Cinderella’s visit is surely good news for all friends of the Baltic Sea and those
who appreciate good entertainment. Total day-and-night cruises are in great demand,
and we've continuously received requests to return the M/S Cinderella to service on
this route," Product Manager Lauri Orpana relates.
The second largest vessel in the Viking Line fleet serves up adventures at sea for 2,500
passengers per cruise. The ship is designed with a versatile range of services in mind for total
cruise guests in particular, even if normal scheduled traffic between Helsinki and Tallinn also works
out quite well. Indeed, the M/S Cinderella offers excellent facilities to put aside everyday concerns
and really enjoy yourself for 20 hours.
M/S Cinderella offers lots of versatile things to do!
The heart of the M/S Cinderella is its three-storey Fun Club, a night club whose dance floor fills
each evening with the brightest stars in the musical heavens along with party bands. Dedicated
partygoers can continue tripping the light fantastic till the wee hours of the morning at Club Seven.
Those who enjoy more peaceful entertainment can let their hair down at the Wine Bar or relax at a
traditional pub, while those who want excitement can head to the Casino.
You can enjoy delicious meals in the boat’s many restaurants. Buffet fans are treated during the
yuletide season to the most succulent and abundant Christmas menu available on the Baltic Sea,
designed by Leif Mannerström, a top Swedish chef. At Food Garden, a hurry-free breakfast can be
relished with sparkling wine, or desserts so wide-ranging they please the most demanding palate.
If a snack is enough to stave off hunger, the Tapas & Grill awaits you, among other restaurants.

Kerstin Floria’s delightful treatments – pampering you in a peaceful, relaxing setting – are offered
in M/S Cinderella's pleasant and unique spa department. Those eager to find bargains, on the
other hand, can direct their steps to economical purchases in the ship's shop.
Schedule for the 20-hour cruise:

Helsinki
Cinderella 18:30
Helsinki

Tallinn
21:30
Tallinn

Cinderella 15:00

22:30*

* Sundays 22:00 (24-hour
clock)

M/S Viking Cinderella:
Built: 1989 Wärtsilä, Finland
Length: 191 metres
Width: 29 metres
Speed: 21.5 knots
Ice class: IA SUPER
GT/NT: 46.398/29.223
Passengers: 2 500
Cabin beds: 2 500
Cars: 100
Lane metres: 760
Equipped with stabilizers
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